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Abstract 
Let R = k[xl, ,x,,] and R[x] be a polynomial ring over a field k and let I be a normal ideal 
of R generated by square free monomials of the same degree. We prove that I +x(xl, ,x,) and 
I + (XXI ) are both normal ideals of R[x]. The ideals It and II + .xI,-~ are shown to be normal, 
where I, is the ideal of R generated by the square free monomials of degree t. Let P be the ideal 
of relations of the semigroup ring k[{xix, 1 1 < i < j 5 n}]. We prove that the toric ideal P has 
a quadratic reduced Griibner basis with respect to a lexicographical ordering, then we uncover 
some classes of Cohen-Macaulay rings and compute their Hilbert series. 
AMS Cluss~ficcttion: Primary 13HlO; secondary 13D40; 13D45; 13H15 
1. Introduction 
Let R = k[x,, . . . ,x,1 be a polynomial ring over the field k. Let I be an ideal of R 
generated by a set of square-free monomials f~, . , fq. We are interested in studying 
the normality of two algebras attached to these monomials - and the GrGbner bases 
with respect to lexicographical orderings of their ideals of relations (toric ideals) - 
in some cases where the monomials are the carriers of some combinatorial structure. 
These two algebras are 
(i) The monomial subring: k[fi, . . . , f,] c R. 
(ii) The Rees algebra of I: 9(I) = R[fi T, , fqT] c R[T]. 
In particular, we study the ideal Il of R generated by all the square-free monomials of 
degree t (ideal of t-products), together with ideals generated by square-free monomials 
of degree two, which can be adequately defined by a graph (graph ideals). 
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Let G be a graph on the vertex set V = {xl,. ,x,,}. The e&ye-i&u1 or ywph-ided 
I = I(G) associated to G is the ideal of R generated by the set of monomials xix, 
such that {x;,xi} is an edge of G. Let .f;, , ,f, be the monomials corresponding to 
the edges of G, we set k[G] = k[,f;, . , ,&I. A graph G is nornzul if the Rees algebra 
of Z(G) is normal. 
Known examples of normal graphs include bipartites graphs, cycles and complete 
graphs [15]. Some higher-order edge ideals have been introduced by Conca and 
de Negri [6], they have shown that if G is a tree then the ideal generated by all 
the square-free monomials x,, . .x;, such that {x;, , . . ,q} is a path in G is a normal 
ideal of linear type. Grobner bases of toric ideals were first studied in the fundamental 
paper [ 161 and more concretely the toric ideal of k[.Xi] has been examined in [ 13, 2 I], 
here -iv,; denotes the complete graph. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that if I is a normal ideal 
of R generated by square-free monomials of the same degree then I +x(xi, . ,s,,) and 
I + (xxi) are both normal ideals of R[x] (where x is a new variable), the latter is 
actually normal without the requirement on the degree. As a consequence we obtain 
that if G is a normal graph then S(G), the suspension of G, and C(G), the cone over 
G are also normal graphs; in particular, a complete graph is normal. For a graph G we 
observe that the Rees algebra of I(G) is isomorphic to k[C(G)], the monomial subring 
of the cone over G. We also examine the ideal 1, of t-products, which is a natural 
generalization of the edge-ideal of a complete graph. The toric ideal of the monomial 
subring generated by the square-free monomials of degree t has been studied in [9, 
171, here we show that Z, and Z, +xI~_~ are normal ideals of R and R[x], respectively. 
If t = 2 then the ideal 1, is the edge-ideal of $‘,, the complete graph on n vertices. 
In Section 3 we present a quadratic Griibner basis (with respect to a lex ordering) for 
the toric ideal of k[Xn]. That such a Griibner basis exists was shown by de Loera et 
al. [13] using a monomial ordering defined by a weight vector, it will turn out that 
the initial ideal obtained using this weight ordering is different in general from the 
initial ideal obtained by the lex ordering we use. As a byproduct we use some results 
of Sturmfels [16, 171 to uncover some classes of Cohen-Macaulay edge ideals and 
compute the Hilbert series of k[&,] and its multiplicity. 
2. Normality of some Rees algebras 
Let us recall the notion of integrality of ideals. For simplicity we shall assume that 
R is a (Noetherian) normal domain, i.e., R is an integrally closed domain. Let I be an 
ideal, the integral closure of I is the set of all elements z E R satisfying an integral 
equation of the form 
2’ + aiz '-'+'.'+LZ_]Z+L7/=0, L7iEI'. 
This set, I,, is also an ideal of R. If I = I,, I is said to be inteyrully closed or 
complete. If all the powers I” are complete, the ideal 1 is said to be norm&. 
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Let ,fl, . . . , fy be a generating set for 1. The Rees algebra .4’(l) of I is the subring 
R[,f; 7-, . . , ,f,T] C R[T]. There is an epimorphism 
The kernel of cp is the presentation ideal of J?(Z) with respect to ,f; , , . . , ,f‘,. A useful 
fact that will be used later is that .%?(I) is a normal domain if and only if I is a 
normal ideal [IO, Proposition 2.1.21. For ideals in polynomial rings there are some 
computational tests of normality which are effective for ideals with small data, see for 
instance [20, Section 10.6; 3] and Example 2.3. 
Definition 2.1. Let R = k[xl,. . . ,xn] be a polynomial ring. The support of a monomial 
f‘ = uXT’ .gts is equal to supp(f) = {xi 1 aj > O}. 
Proposition 2.2. Let R = k[xl,. ,x,,J and R[x] be polynorniul rings owr (I ,jield k. 
Jf I is u nouwl ideal qj’ R qlenercrted by square-j& monorrziuls of’ the sunw dqvrr 
t > 2 thm the idwl J = I + (xx,, . ,xx,) is normal. 
Proof. Set V = {XI,. . .x,, } and J = I + (XXI,. . ,xx,~). By induction on p we will 
show that Jcf = Jf’ for all p 2 1. If p = 1 then J, being an idea1 generated by 
square-free monomials, is integrally closed (see [7, Proposition 11). Assume J: = J’ 
for i < p and p > 2. Using the results of [ 121 we have 
J,” = ({y 1 y is a monomial in R[x] and ,“I E J”“’ for some m 2 1 }), 
Let y be a monomial in JCf, then y”’ E Jmp, m > 0. Let us show J‘ E J”. Since 
J,f &J,,/‘-’ x JI’-’ we can write ,y = x’M(xwl ). .(xw,),f, ‘. ,t,_~_,, for some 0 5 
s 5 p- 1, where A4 is a monomial with x 4 supp(M), the ,fi’s are degree f monomials 
in J with x $! supp(,f;) for all i, and w, E V for 1 5 i 5 s. Likewise we can write 
y”’ = N(xzI). . (xz,)yl . . gmp--r, for some 0 5 Y 5 nzp, where N is a monomial, 
the gi’s are degree t monomials in J with x $! supp(yj) for all i, and zi E V for all 
I 5 i 5 Y. TO clarify notation set xwo = xzo = 1 and .fb = go = 1. Altogether we 
obtain: 
,,I, 
J =x “rc’+s’Mm(w, w,J; . f,,-+, )“I = NYz, z,.yl . M,,~~_‘, (I) 
making x = 1 and taking degrees one readily derives the inequality 
m(ts + t - s) I r(t - 1) + m deg(M), where Y < min{mp,mt + ms}. (2) 
(a) If deg(M) = 0, then the inequality above gives b > 2 since Y < m(/ + s), and 
s 5 p - 2 since Y 2 my. Therefore, x’,f, E J2 and ,v E J”. 
(b) Assume deg(M) > 0, notice that C = 0 and r 5 ms, otherwise )’ E JP. Let yI 
be the result of evaluating y at x = 1. From (1) we derive y;” E I”‘/‘-” c Zm(/‘-“), and 
_V,EI, - “+ ZP-’ Using (1) and (2) we obtain deg(.v) > 2s + t( p - s), as y = x’J., 
by a degree argument it follows that _Y E J”. 0 
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The next example shows that Proposition 2.2 does not extend to monomial ideals 
with minimal generators in different degrees. 
Example 2.3. Let R = k[x,, . ,x8] be a polynomial ring over a field k of characteristic 
zero and let 1 = (fi, . . . , fb) be the ideal of R generated by 
fl = xIx2x3x4, .fi = x5x6x?.% f3 = x1x2x4x5, 
f4 = x3x4x6x8, fS = x1x3x7, f6 = x2x7x8. 
Then g(I) is normal but J = I + (XXI, . ,xxg) is not a normal ideal of R[x] 
Let us briefly explain how to verify the assertions in Example 2.3. Let P be the 
presentation ideal of 8!(I) w.r.t. fi, . . , f6 and let L be its Jacobian ideal, that is, L is 
generated by the q x g minors of the Jacobian matrix of P, where y is the height of 
P (in our case g = 5). Using the computer algebra system Macaulay [2] we readily 
obtain the equality 
pd,(B/P) = height(P), where B = R[T,, , Tel. 
Here ‘pd’ means projective dimension. Therefore, B(I) is Cohen-Macaulay by 14, 
Theorem 2.1.51. We were able to show that (L, P) is an ideal of height 7. Therefore, the 
normality of g(Z) follows from the normality criterion of Krull-Serre [ 14, Theorem 391 
together with the Jacobian criterion for regularity in polynomial rings [14, Section 291. 
On the other hand, observe that J’ is not complete because xf,f2 $ J3 and (~J;.fi)~ = 
(xxS)(xx6)f3f4_hf6 E J6. 
The cone C(G), over the graph G, is obtained by adding a new vertex x to G and 
joining every vertex of G to X. 
Corollary 2.4. Zf G is u normul graph rhen C(G) is a normal graph. 
Remark 2.5. A Rees algebra of a monomial ideal is still a monomial subring, here 
we observe that sometimes the underlying structures are closer. Let G be a graph on 
the vertex set V = (x1,. . . ,x,} and let 
&Z(G)) = k[{xl,. . .,x,, Tf; 1 1 I i 5 q}] 
be the Rees algebra of the ideal i(G) = (ft , . , fq). As usual we assume that ft , . , fq 
are the monomials in the xi’s corresponding to the edges of G. Let 
NC(G)1 = k[{xx,,.f, I 1 F i I n, 1 _<j i 411 
be the semigroup ring of the cone over G. As these two algebras are integral domains 
of the same dimension (see [8] and [21, Proposition 3.21) it follows that there is an 
isomorphism 
cp : S?(Z(G)) + k[C(G)], induced by cp(xi) = xxi and cp(Th) = fi. 
That is 2(1(G)) x k[C(G)]. 
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Proposition 2.6. Let R = k[xl, . . .,x,,] and R[x] be polynomial rings over a field k. If 
I is a normal ideal of R generated by square-free monomials then J = (Lxx,) is a 
normal ideal of R[x]. 
Proof. By induction on p we will show J, ’ = JP for all p > 1. If p = 1 then Jr 
is integrally closed [7, Proposition 11. Assume J: = J’ for i < p and p > 2. Let y 
be a monomial in Jt, then ym E Jr”, m > 0. Since J/’ C J/’ = Jr-’ we can write 
y = XQX,)‘Mf, ...fp_-r_, = ( ) xf xxi ‘z, where A4 is a monomial with x 6 supp(M) 
and the f,‘s are monomials in J with x $ supp( fi) for all i. By [ 121 it suffices to show 
y E Jr. Since, ym E JPm we have 
ym = xyxx, yzm = N(xx, >“g, . . gmp_sr (3) 
where N is a monomial, x 6 supp(gi) for all i, and the g,‘s are monomials in J. We 
distinguish two cases 
(a) Assume t = 0, then s < rm. Since XT”’ divides ym from Eq. (3) we obtain 
zm E I(p-r)m, hence z E I[-’ = Zp-’ and y = (xxi)‘z E Jr. 
(b) If t > 0, we may assume xi $ supp(M), otherwise y E Jr. We may also 
assume xi $ supp(fr) for all i, otherwise it is not hard to see that we are back in case 
(a). Notice that s I rm, because xi 6 supp(z). Since xi” divides ym it follows that 
z E I”-’ = IP-’ and y = x’(.xx~)~z E Jr. U 0 
Let G be a graph on the vertex set V = {xl,. . . ,x,}. We choose a new set of vertices 
yi.. . . , y, and define S(G), the suspension of G, to be the graph obtained by attaching 
to each vertex xi the new vertex yi and the edge {xi, yi}. 
Corollary 2.7. If G is a normal graph then S(G) is a normal graph. 
We shall now discuss some issues connected to normality. Let G be a graph and 
let I be its edge-ideal. If %?(I) is normal then k[G] is also normal [15], and there- 
fore Cohen-Macaulay by a result of Hochster [ll]. A graph theoretical description 
of normal graphs has been proposed in [ 151, while the following more algebraic- 
combinatorial characterization of normal monomial subrings has been formulated 
recently. 
Conjecture 2.8 (Sturmfels). Let G be a graph then k[G] is normal if and only if there 
is a monomial ordering such that the initial ideal of the toric ideal of k[G] is generated 
by square-free monomials. 
2.1. Normality of t-products 
Let M be a module over a Noetherian ring R. Recall that a prime ideal k,) of R is 
an associated prime of M if there is a monomorphism of R-modules 4 : R/@+M. 
Observe that in particular M, # (0) for all 53 E AssR(M). 
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Proposition 2.9. Let R = k[x,,. , ., x,,] he u polynomiul ring ouer a ,field k und let I, 
be the ideal of R generated by the squareyj&e monomiuls of degree t. Then I, is u 
norrncrl ideul. 
Proof. We will proceed by induction on t. Assume that Z; is a normal ideal for i < t 
and let I = If. We set rn = (xi,. . .,x,!). It is enough to show (by induction on 
p > 0) that IP is integrally closed for all p. Assume p > 0 and I’ is integrally 
closed for i < p. In our case the integral closure of I” is a monomial ideal given by 
I[ = (v E R 1 y-j E I,‘” for some j), see [12]. Assume M = IOp/ZP is non-zero. We 
claim that M has finite length. If 61 E ASSRM \ {m}, say XI @ &J, then I,, = (It-,)(,, 
where 4-1 is the ideal of R generated by the square-free monomials of degree t - 1 
in x2,. .,x,,. By the first induction hypothesis we get M,, = (0), which is impossible. 
Hence ASSR M = {nt}. Let y be a monomial in Zi \ ZJ’ which is conducted by m 
into ZP. Note that, by the above description of I/‘, any monomial in Z: has degree 
at least tp. We have y E ZCf c Z/- = I/‘-‘, so we can write y = z1 . z,‘_ I u, where 
21,. . . ,zp_ 1 are monomials of degree t in Z and u is a monomial with deg(u) 2 t. 
Notice that Isupp(u)l < t - 1, otherwise y E I”. We can write, after permutation 
of variables, u = _xpl .x,h,, b, 2 1 all i. If XI 4 supp(z;) for some i then there is 
xi, E supp(zi) \ supp(u), and we can re-write 
y =z1 . ..z._,z~z,+, .“ZP_lX, hl-‘X;J.. .x:xi,, 
where z( = (z;/x,, )x1. We have three cases to consider. 
(i) The number of z,‘s not containing XI is greater or equal than b,, then we can 
re-write y = WI . . . wp_ ,xt2 x,“~x,, ,vj,,, , where ~1, are monomials in I \ ml, the 
variables X2,. ,X;,,x,, , ,xj/,, distinct, and i, + 61 < t. 
(ii) The number q of z;‘s not containing XI is less than 61, then we can write 
where wi are monomials in Z \ ml such that x1 E supp(w,) for all i, and x1,x2,. .,x;, 
x,,,..., xi, distinct. 
(iii) All the zi’s contain xl, which reduces to case (ii). 
Applying the same arguments to x2,. . ,xj, yields that we can write 
where y, are monomials in I \ ml, ai > 1 for all i, xi,, . .,x,, ,x,, , . . ,Xj% distinct and 
xi,,. . ,x,~ in n:=T’ supp(yi). Note that r fs < t - 1, otherwise y E IP. We set x,\ = 1 
if s = 0. We substitute xi, = . . = xi, = 1 in xl, y and denote by y the monomial 
obtained from xi,y after evaluation. To derive a contradiction observe that deg(y) = 
(p - 1 )(t ~ Y) + S, while on the other hand, since x,, y E IP we have deg(y) L ~(t - r). 
Hence r + s > t, which is impossible. 0 
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It was suggested to us that some of the arguments given in Proposition 2.9 may 
apply for other groups of square-free monomials whose elements are of degree t or 
less. We conclude this section by showing a result in this direction. 
Theorem 2.10. Let R = k[xl, . . .,x,,] und R[x] be polynomial rincqs OLVY u jield k trnd 
let L, = I, •t xI(_l, lvhere I, is the ideul qf R generated by the squaregiee mmmiols 
of’tltyrrr t > 2. Then L, is a normal ideul qf’R[x]. 
Proof. We use induction on t. If t = 2 then Proposition 2.9 yields that Ll = 12 +xR is 
normal. Assume that Lj is a normal ideal for i < t and set m = (xl,. ,x ,,,, u), L = L,, 
I = ll_l, and J = I,. By induction on p > 1 we now show that Lj’ is integrally 
closed for all p. Recall that L is an intersection of prime ideals because L is generated 
by square-free monomials (see [7, Proposition I]), hence L = L,. Assume that L’ is 
integrally closed for i < p and p > 2. Let us show Li = Ll’. If on the contrary 
L” # Li, we set M = Lf/LP and observe that for any Q E ASSA M \ {nt} one has 
L,, = (L,_l),, if Xi 6 Q for some i and L,,, = (I,-?),,, if x @ {J, therefore by induction 
hypothesis and Proposition 2.9 it follows that the only associated prime of A4 is m. 
Hence there is a monomial y E L[ \ LP so that nty c L”, since Lg c Lip’ = Ll’- ’ 
we can write y = u(xhl ) . (.Ay)J; . . ,fl,_s_ 1,where the h,‘s are monomials in I of 
degree t - 2 and the .fj’S are monomials in J of degree t. Observe that if x E supp(z/) 
then we may re-write 
J’ = (X,Xju/-x )(,yh I ) (xh.7 >(x(.~I /X;X.i >>J; . .f&- I. 
for some x:,x, E supp(,fi) and i # j, a repeated use of this rearrangement of the 
factors of Y yields that either y = u(xhl). (xh.,),f, ,f,_.,_l with x 4 supp(u), or 
v = u(xh 1). (xh,)_ 1) with x E supp(u). In the second case using that y”’ E L”p for 
some nz > 1, together with Proposition 2.9, rapidly gives y E LP. As a consequence 
from the start we may assume x 6 supp(u); notice that deg(tl) > t. Let u = x’;’ .,f,, 
1 < i, < t - 1, al > 2. There are three cases to consider: 
(a) Assume Isupp(u)l = t - 1. In this case XI E n&“-’ supp(f)), otherwise y E L”. 
We may assume XI 4 supp(h/) for some /, otherwise by induction on t we obtain 
J‘ t L”. We claim that 
supp(h;) c supp(u) c supp(fj), for all i, j. 
If the first contention is false then pick x,. E supp(h;)\ supp(tr). If XI is not in supp(h,) 
then we re-write 
y = (UX,/Xl)(xhl). . (xhiPI)(XXlhi/x,)(xhi+l). (xh,),fEL”, 
where ,f = .f, . . ,fp-.s_~, which contradicts the choice of y. On the other hand, if 
XI E supp(h,), then supp(h) qsupp(hi) \ {XI > an d we may pick z E supp(h/) and = @ 
supp( h, ). Therefore, 
J’ = (~x,./‘x,)(xh,).. .(xh,_,)(x,xh,/z)(xh,+,). ..(.uh,~,)(xzh,lx,)...(xh,),f‘, 
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where f = fr . . . fp_s_-, hence y E Lp, and again this is a contradiction. To show 
the second contention note that h/ = x2 . ..x._r. If supp(u)$supp(fi), pick x, in 
supp(u)\supp(.f,) and re-write 
Y = u(xh,)~~~(xh,-,)(xh:)(xh/+,)-..(x~,)J; ..$,$f;+l . ..j&-l. 
where h: = (xihO/x, and .f,! = (xr,fi)/ ~1, since xt is not in supp(fi) and supp(,/;‘) Q 
supp(u) we get y E Lp, and the proof of the claim is complete. Let y be the result of 
evaluating y at xl = . = x~-_I = 1, notice that deg(g) = p - 1, while by evaluating 
xly E LP at the same points we obtain deg(y) > p, which is a contradiction. Altogether 
in this case y E LP. 
(b) Assume lsupp(u)l = t - 2. If XI E (n;=, Supp(hi)) n (nl!IISp’ ~upp(f;)) then by 
induction hypothesis on t we derive y E LJ’, otherwise we reduce to a case similar 
to (a). 
(c) If Isupp(tl)l < t - 3. Since deg(hi) = t - 2, supp(h;)$supp(u) and ~upp(ji)q 
supp(u) for all i, j. Therefore we may apply the method of proof of Proposition 2.9 to 
conclude that (after at most al + . . . + a; rearrangements) we reduce to a case similar 
to (a), (b), or there is some xj in the support of 11, hi, and f, for all i, j, which implies 
(by induction on f) that y E Lp. 0 
3. GrSbner bases and Hilbert series 
Let R = k[xl , . . ,x,] be a polynomial ring over the field k, and let Xi be the 
complete graph on the vertex set X = (XI,. . . ,x,}. For i < j we set ,J, = xix,. Let 
k[Xn] = k[{f, 1 1 < i < j < n}] be the k-subring of R spanned by the fii. Consider 
the graded homomorphism 
$ : A, = k[{T;j 1 1 5 i <j < n}] + k[Xn], induced by T;.i + fij. 
The ideal P,, = ker($) is called the presentution ideal or toric ideal of k[&]. 
Our first goal is to show a quadratic Griibner basis for the toric idea1 of k[3$], but 
first we need to introduce some notation. 
Definition 3.1. Let k[zl,. ,z,,] be a polynomial ring. The Iexicogruphical or Icx OY- 
dering induced by zt < . . < zn is given by zf’ z? < zfl . . z? if the last non-zero 
entry of (6, - al,. . . , b, - a,) is positive. 
Let A = k[zl,. . ,z,] be a polynomial ring over a field k and let I be an idea1 of 
A. Let 9’ = {z’ 1 a E Ni”} be the set of terms of A with a lex ordering. Let ,f be 
a non-zero polynomial, then we can write ,f = C:=, aiMi, with ai E k* = k \ {0}, 
A4, E 9’ and MI > . > M,.. The leading term MI of f is denoted by It(f ). The 
leudfng co@cient al of f and its leading monomial alMl are denoted by lc(f) and 
lm(f), respectively. 
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The initial ideal of I is defined as init(1) = (It(h) ) h E I). A finite set F of generators 
of I is a Grti’bner busis for I if init(1) = (It(.f) 1 ,f E F). Recall that j reduces to 
9 rnodulo F, denoted f +F y, if y = f - (au/lc(j;)),f, for some j; E F, u E 9”. 
a E k*, and such that a u . It(fi) occurs in f with coefficient a. The polynomial j 
IYY~K~S to zero module F, denoted f -)F 0 if ,f’ reduces to zero after a finite number 
of reductions modulo F. The S-polynomial of two non-zero polynomials ,f and g in 
A is given by 
S(.j, <I> = (lcm W”), W)IllmW) .f - WO(J )3W7)llW~)) 9. 
The following decision criterion of Buchberger (cf. [l, Theorem 1.7.41) is the main 
tool we need to prove Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.2 (Buchberger [Sj). Let I be mn ideal oj’A qeneruted by F = {,f,, . ,,fi,}. 
Then F is a Griihner busis ,fbr I if‘ and only if S(f;, fi) +F 0 ji)r uN i # j. 
The main result of this section on Grobner basis is: 
Theorem 3.3. Let R = k[xl,. ., x,] be u polynomiul rim] ocer u ,firld k und let P,, hr 
the presentation ideul sf k[$,]. Let 
.# = {T,;Tk/ - T;/Tjk, T;/,Tj/ - T,/T,k 11 5 i <,j <k < / 5 n}. 
[f’ the terms in A,, = k[{C, I 1 I i < .i I n>l are ordered lexico~gruphicwll~ h?s 
T12 < < Tl,, < T23 < . . < Tl,, < . < Tc,,_, ),1, then .# is u minimal genrruting .srt 
for P,, and 1 is u reduced Griibner basis Jbr P,. 
Proof. Using [21, Proposition 3.11, it follows that 99 is a minimal generating set for 
P,,. Let ,f,<~ E 2, by Theorem 3.2 it suffices to verify that S(f,g) reduces to zero 
modulo .&I’. There are two sequences i < j < k < / and p < q < r < s so that 
(a) TI,Tk/ - Ti/T,k or 
f = { (b) T;k Tj, - T;/Tjk, 
or 
’ = 1 
Cc> q, T,, - & Tqr- 
Cd) T,,T,s - &T,,.. 
Assume f and y as in (a) and (c), respectively, the other cases can be treated similarly. 
We may assume that It(f) and It(y) have common factors, otherwise according to 
[I, Lemma 3.3.11 S(f,y) reduces to zero modulo {f,q}. 
(i) First we consider the case T,, = T,,; the case Tk, = Tpy is symmetric. We have 
i = I’, j = s and S(,~‘,CJ) = T,,,T,,.Tk/ - TpqTr,7;k. Notice the equality 
s(,j>9) - T,,(I;,,Tk/ - r,/?sk)+ Tsk(&Tr/ - r,/T,,) = 0. (4) 
Set hl = i&Tk/ - T,/ TYx and hz = T,,T,.f - l$ T,, and note that hl, hz are binomi- 
als in &. Notice that the leading term of a polynomial h in A,, is computed by first 
representing the monomials that occur in h according to the linear ordering of the 
variables and then comparing the monomials with the lex ordering. By making use 
of our particular lex ordering rapidly yields lt(hl ) = &Tk, and lt(hz) = 7&T,., 
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Since T,,.lt(hl) occurs (in the support) of S(j”,g) from Eq. (4) we readily derive 
S(f,s) 1.8 0. 
(ii) Next we assume Tij = $,. In this case i = p, j = q and we obtain the equality 
S(f, g) = -&J T4k T, + l&T,, Tk/. Observe that 
I T,,( T,, T,/ - Tp/ T, ) 
if k =r, 
S(f> Y> = 
&CT,, Ts/ - Tq/ Tr,s I+ Tr.s( Tps Tq/ - r,/ Tqs > if k = s, 
Tk,(-T,,T,, + &Tqr) - $,(T,kT, - T,,Tk,) if L = r, 
if C = s. 
Hence by the arguments of case (i) we conclude that S(f,g) reduces to zero module 
98 if {k,/} n {r,s} # 0. W e may then assume that k and / are not in {r, s}. If L > s 
then we have 
S(f,g> - T,,(T,rTk/ - T,/Tkr) - Tkr($sTq/ - r,fT,s) + T,/(T,kTrs - T,sTx-r) = 0. 
Therefore, S(f,g) -f.# 0. Assume s > L and k > r. From the equality 
S(f,g) - T,,T(Tq,TkF - Tq/T,+) + $/(TqkTr.r - T,.Jrk) + Trk($/qs - l&T,/) = O, 
we derive S(f,g) +J 0. To complete the argument for this case we now assume s > t 
and r > k, using the equality 
S(f,g) + $/(TqkTr.s - TqsTkr) + Tkr($/Tqs - T,6’-,/) - T,s(T,rTk/ - T,/Tkr) = 0, 
we obtain S(f,g) +.a 0. 
(iii) Finally, we show the case TX-/ = T,. Notice k = r, G = s and S(j’,g) = 
zj&Tqr - GqTts Tj,. From the identities 
we readily obtain S(f,g) 3.8 0. Assume i < q, by symmetry we may also assume 
p < j. To shorten the formulae we set Tq, = 0 if j = q. Using 
S(f,g) + cs(T,qTjr - TprTq/) - Tps(TI/Tqr - &,Tq,) - T&&CT - L&r) = 0, 
we get S(f, g) -+:# 0. This equality covers the cases j = q, j < q and j > q. 0 
Remark. (a) A quadratic reduced Griibner basis (w.r.t. an ordering defined by a weight 
vector w) for the toric ideal P, of k[Xn] was shown in [13]. If n = 5 then init,( 
the initial ideal of Ps given by [13, Theorem 2.11 and init(P5), the initial ideal of P5 
w.r.t. the lex ordering of Theorem 3.3 define two graphs (shown in Fig. 1) which are 
not isomorphic. 
(b) The reduced Griibner basis for the toric ideal P of k[X5] w.r.t. a lex ordering 
of the variables is not in general quadratic as the Example 3.4 shows. This example 




Graph of init, (P,) Graph of init (P,) 
Fig. I. Graphs corresponding to initial ideals of P5 
was found by considering the permutation of the variables: 
4 = ;;t ;;: ;;; 
( 
TIS T23 i-24 T25 T34 T35 T45 
T23 T24 T25 T12 T13 T14 TIS 1. 
Note that P is not invariant under the automorphism of k[Tij 1 1 < i < j 2 51 induced 
by 4; which somehow upsets the symmetry of X5. 
Example 3.4. If k[{ c, 1 1 < i < j 5 5}] has the lex ordering induced by 
T45 < T34 < T35 < T23 -=-z T24 < T25 < T12 < T13 < T14 < T15. 
Then the reduced Griibner bases for the toric ideal P of k[X5] is equal to: 
TssT24 - T45T23, T34Tzs - T4sT23, T45T23T13 - T34T35T12, T24T13 - T34T12, 
T25T13 - T35T12, T35T14 - T45Ti3, T23T14 - T34T12, T25T14 - T45T12, 
T34T15 - T45T13, T23T15 - T35T12, T24T15 - T45T12. 
3.1. Tbvo classes of Cohen-Macaulay graphs 
Our next aim is to combine Theorem 3.3 with some results of [ 16, 171 to present 
an interesting class of Cohen-Macaulay graphs. We begin with a short discussion of 
the ring theoretical notions that will play a role here. 
Let A be a polynomial ring with irrelevant maximal ideal m over a field k, and let I 
be a graded ideal of A. The depth of A/I denoted by depthA/I is the largest integer 
r so that there is an homogeneous sequence fi, . . . , fr in m with f, not a zero-divisor 
of A/U> f 1, . . . , fi_ 1) for all 1 < i < r, here we set fo = 0. This number r is bounded 
by dim A/Z = dim A - g, where g is the height of I (cf. [ 14, Ch. 51). 
Definition 3.5. The ring A/I is Cohen-Mucauluy (CM) if 
depth A/I = dim A/I. 
The ideal I is said to be Cohen-Macaulay if A/I is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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Let us recall some terminology and fix some of the notation that will be used 
throughout the rest of this section. The letters i,j, k, (, n, r will denote positive integers. 
Let g,! = {(i,j) / 1 < i < ,j < rz}. G,, will denote the graph with vertex set V, = 
{T,; 1 (i,j) E o,,} and edge set 
E = {{K,&} I(U),(k0 E on, {i,j} n {k,/} = 0, i <k and ,j < /}. 
For D c V,, denote by CD the maximal subgraph of G,, with vertex set D. Let A,, = 
k[V,,] be a polynomial ring over a field k. Let G be a graph on the vertex set V,. The 
edge-ideal Z(G) is the ideal of A, generated by the square-free monomials T,, Tk, so 
that Gi is adjacent to Tk, in G. If all the vertices of G are isolated we set Z(G) = (0). 
A subset CC V, is a minimul vertex couer for G if every edge of G is incident with 
some vertex in C and there is no proper subset of C with this property, it turns out 
that the smallest number of vertices in any minimal vertex cover for G is the height 
of Z(G) [7, Proposition 11. The graph G is called Cohen-Macaulay if Z(G) is a CM 
ideal. 
Corollary 3.6. The ideal Z(G,, ) is Cohen-Macuuluy of height n(n - 3)/2. 
Proof. Observe that init = Z(G,,) and consider 4(2,n), the second hypersimplex 
of order n. Recall that 
d(2,n) = conv({e, + e.i 1 I 5 i <j < n}) C [w” 
By [ 16, 171 the convex polytope d(2,n) admits a regular triangulation into unit sim- 
plices and this implies that the Reisner-Stanley simplicial complex of Z(G,, ) is 
shellable, hence CohenMacaulay (see [I l] and [4, Theorem 5.1.131). 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let n > 4 hr un integer, und let r be u positive integer so thmt 
1 < r I n - 1. Let 
Di={TijE Vnlr<i<n-2,~+1 <j<n-l}, 
D~;={~i,rVn~k<i~r-l}u{T;,,~k<i<v-l} and D,,=D;UD;r. 
Then Z(GD,, ) is Cohen-Mucauluy of’ height (“?-‘) + r ~ k - 1 fi)~ 1 5 k 5 Y. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6 the ideal Z(G,) is CM of height i(i - 3)/2 for i < n. We 
proceed by reverse induction on k. If k = r we have 0: = C?I and CD,, E G,,,_, 
Assume k I r - 1 and that CD,,,,,, is CM of the appropriate height. Set N = { Tii E 
Dkr 1 Tlj is adjacent to Tkr}. Since N is equal to 
{T~~ED~r~r+1~i<n-22,r+2~j<n-I}U{T,,~k+1~i~r-1}, 
we get that INI = (“-;-‘) + r - k - 1 and that N is a minimal vertex cover for 
CD,, Therefore, (I(GD,~ ),N) = (N) and (~(GD,, >, Tkr 1 = (I(GD,~+, jI 1, Tkr). 0bm-w that 
Tck+l jn is an isolated vertex in the graph GQ~+,,,  hence N cannot be contained in a 
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minimal vertex cover of the graph GQ,+, , and thus height I( GD,( ) = height I( Go,, , , ,, )+ 
1. Consider the exact sequence 
Since the ends of this sequence are both CM rings of dimension equal to dim A,,/I(G,l,, ) 
from the depth lemma [4, Proposition 1.2.91 we derive that the ring A,/Z(GD,, ) is CM. 
as required. 0 
Corollary 3.8 (Takeuchi [19]). Let ~(GD,,,,_,,) = (T~c,2_~~T,,, 11 5 i <,j <PI - 1). Then 
the ideal I(Gn,,,,-, ,) is Cohen-Macaulay qf’ height n - 3 $or n 2 4. 
Proof. Take I’ = n ~ 1 and k = 1 in Proposition 3.7. 0 
3.2. Hilhert series fiw the semigroup ring oj’u complete gruph 
Let S = @& Sj be a finitely generated graded algebra over a field k. The Hilbert- 
Serre theorem asserts that there is a (unique) polynomial h(z) with integral coefficients 
so that h( 1) # 0 and satisfying 
H(&z) = 2 dimk(S,)z’ = & , 
i=o 
where d is the Krull dimension of S. The series H(S,z) is called the Hilhert series of 
S. Notice that H(S[-a],~) = z’H(S,z) f or all a E N, where S[-a] denotes a shift in 
the graduation of S, that is, S[-a]; = Si_,. 
Proposition 3.9. Let H,(z) = h,(z)( 1 -z)-” hr the Hilhert series oj’the viny A,,/I( G, ). 
Then the polynomial h,,(z) satisfies the d$t&ence eyuution 
h,,(z) = 2h,,-l(z) + (z - 1&-2(z) + (n - 2)z2 
,fbr n > 5 Jvith boundq) conditions hj(z) = 1 und hd(z) = 1 + 2z + z2. 
Proof. Set A = A,, and C,. = V,,_l U {I”,,, T2n,. , T,.,,}. Let 
CJF = { 7;, E C,. / Ti is adjacent to T, }, 
and let DI, be as in Proposition 3.7. Consider the exact sequences 
0 + (A/L ,,_, )[-1] 3 A/I(Gc,_,) -A/J ,,_, + 0, 
and 
0 - (A/L,.) [- l] 2 A/J,.+, --f A/J, + 0. 
where 
L,. = (~(GI,,,),~~/,,~,+I),,...,T(,-I),,) and J,+I = U(Gc ), ~F.+I),,,. ., q,-~),,). 
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and consequently F,(x) = (x2/( 1 - x)~)F,_~(x) for m > 3. By a similar argument we 
derive 
x4(2 -x) 
Fl(X) = (1 _x)3 
and F~(x) = x4/( 1 - x)~. 
n=3 
Hence at, = n(n - 3)/2 for n > 3. To complete the proof observe that 
X” 
F&) = (1 _ X)2m+l = .,, 2: Xn, c( > 
for m > 2. Hence umn = (,“,) for m 2 2 and n 2 3. 0 
Remark. The Hilbert function of k[Xn] was computed independently using different 
methods by Stanley; his approach uses the fact that the Erhart polynomial of the second 
hypersimplex d(2,n) of order n is equal to the Hilbert function of k[A$] (see [13, 161). 
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